
Wrestlemania  Count-Up  –
Wrestlemania  VII  (2015):  No
I’m Not Crying!

IMG Credit: WWE

Wrestlemania VII
Date: March 24, 1991
Location: Los Angeles Sports Arena, Los Angeles, California
Attendance: 16,158
Commentators: Gorilla Monsoon, Bobby Heenan

In addition to the double main event, we have a match that is going to
change wrestling going forward but no one knew it yet. This is a time of
change for the company but it was still a very dark period at the moment.
We’ll see a lot of the changes on this show, many of which will be better
than others. Let’s get to it.

Unfortunately Jesse Ventura is gone from the company. Heenan is great but
you can’t replace Jesse and Gorilla.

The opening video is just a quick look at Hogan vs. Slaughter.

Willie Nelson, complete with a replica WWF World Title belt, sings
America the Beautiful.

Gorilla brings out Jim Duggan to do commentary on the first match. You
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know Duggan is happy to be on a show with a theme of Stars and Stripes.

The Rockers are ready for the opening match and aren’t worried about
Bobby Heenan at ringside.

Rockers vs. Barbarian/Haku

So much for Heenan finding new members of the Family. Barbarian now has
fur trunks, a fur cape and antlers, only one of which he wears during the
match. I’ll let you figure out which of them that is. Shawn and Haku get
things going with Shawn’s speed not working very well to start. Instead
it’s a flying shoulder for two on Haku in a rare display of power from
Shawn. Marty comes in to try some tandem offense but Barbarian runs them
over with a double clothesline.

The Rockers come back with some dropkicks though and Heenan takes a break
for a meeting. Back in and Barbarian uses the power to take over on Marty
but Shawn helps his partner with a hurricanrana to take over. They try
the same thing on Haku but this time the referee holds Shawn out,
allowing Barbarian to come in and snap Marty’s throat across the top.

After another quick beating, Marty gets in a quick cross body for a
breather. Barbarian breaks up the tag attempt though and it’s time for
the bearhug. Marty fights out but dives off the middle rope and right
into an awesome powerslam. He’s still able to roll away from a top rope
headbutt though and there’s the tag to Shawn. Everything breaks down and
a Marty missile dropkick sets up a Shawn high cross body to put Haku away
at 10:33.

Rating: B. This is a perfect opening match as they were in and out of
there fast enough but got in almost everything that they needed to do.
The Rockers were awesome at this point and Haku/Barbarian were great
foils for them with the power vs. speed dynamic. It holds up well and is
still one of the better opening matches, especially considering it really
doesn’t mean anything but still got the crowd fired up.

It’s already celebrity time as Gene is backstage with Regis Philbin, Alex
Trebek and Marla Maples (Donald Trump’s girlfriend at the time). Regis
talks about meeting some wrestlers for his talk show and he likes being a



guest for a change. Earthquake scares him though. Gene: “Regis, you’re
beautiful.” Marla doesn’t have anything of note to say and Alex makes the
Jeopardy jokes you would expect him to make.

Texas Tornado vs. Dino Bravo

Tornado, also known as Kerry Von Erich, is a huge star from Dallas who
had more drug problems than should be humanly possible. He’s reaching the
end of his very short shelf life already so this isn’t likely to work
well. Bravo clotheslines Tornado to the floor before he can even get his
robe off but Tornado comes back with a failed claw (his finishing hold)
attempt. Tornado ducks some clotheslines but walks into the side suplex
for two. A bad looking middle rope chop to the back has Tornado in more
trouble but he catches Bravo in the claw, followed by the Tornado Punch
(exactly what it sounds like) for the pin at 3:11.

Rating: D-. Not a good match here in the slightest with both guys looking
sluggish and not really excited to be out there. This is another filler
match, though these are starting to get fewer and further between, at
least compared to a few years ago. In your depressing moment of the show,
both of these two will be dead in less than two years.

Slick says his Warlord (now bald and without facepaint, making him look
far more intimidating) is ready to fix the British Bulldog. The idea is
that the Bulldog can’t escape the full nelson.

British Bulldog says he can powerslam the Warlord and his mascot Winston
(a dog) says there’s no bull in this Bulldog. So Bulldog can speak
canine. That’s quite the low level superpower.

British Bulldog vs. Warlord

This is the solo version of the Bulldog who is even bigger and stronger
than he was before. Bulldog starts fast with some hard shoulders to send
Warlord outside. Back in and Warlord drops backwards to break up the
crucifix attempt as Heenan is already getting on Gorilla’s nerves.

We hit the required bearhug before Warlord opts to just pound Bulldog in
the back with heavy forearms. A nice belly to belly nice dropkick to the



chest (since when could he jump like that?) followed by a sunset flip for
two. Warlord comes back with the full nelson but he can’t get the fingers
locked. Just like Billy Jack Haynes four years ago, Bulldog breaks the
incomplete hold, followed by a quick powerslam to pin Warlord at 8:11.

Rating: C-. Not terrible here as Warlord was fine as a dragon for Bulldog
to slay. This is a good example of a match where they went step by step
in a very basic idea but the execution was good enough to make what
should have been a disaster into something totally watchable.

Jimmy Hart has his Nasty Boys (Brian Knobbs and Jerry Sags) ready to win
the Tag Team Titles. The Nasty Boys were a hot act in WCW in late 1989 so
of course the company didn’t bother to sign them to contracts and they
were in the WWF in January.

The Hart Foundation say the Nasty Boys are already at the bottom and
they’re going even lower.

Macaulay Culkin is here.

Tag Team Titles: Hart Foundation vs. Nasty Boys

The Harts are defending. Jimmy Hart is wearing a helmet for reasons that
aren’t clear though it might be to protect himself from injury. Jerry and
Bret start things off with Hart nailing a Thesz press and some right
hands. So that’s where Austin learned it. It’s off to Knobbs vs. Neidhart
with Jim going off with forearms to the chest in the corner. We hit the
armbar for a bit before it’s off to Bret for right hands to Jerry’s head.

The Russian legsweep (not a neckbreaker Gorilla) sets up the middle rope
elbow for two but Knobbs gets in a cheap shot from behind to take over. A
hard whip sends Bret into the corner as the announcers debate the main
event. Off to a reverse chinlock from Sags before Knobbs comes in for the
same hold. Jerry comes in for another one as they’re switching in and out
very quickly. Brian hooks his second version but Bret gets up and drops
Knobbs onto his back for the break.

The referee doesn’t see the tag though and Bret’s punishment continues.
Knobbs hits Sags by mistake though and NOW the tag counts. A quick



powerslam gets two on Knobbs and everything breaks down. The Nasty Boys
collide again and there’s the Hart Attack to Knobbs but Jimmy throws in
the helmet, allowing Sags to knock cold, giving Knobbs the pin at 12:10.

Rating: C+. Simple idea here and a good way to get the titles on the
Nasty Boys. They may not have been as polished as the Harts but they’re
entertaining brawlers who can put on a good enough match to validate
holding the titles. This was it for the Harts as they would amicably
split (a rare thing in wrestling) and Bret would be in the singles ranks
by the end of the summer.

We recap Rick Martel vs. Jake Roberts. Last year, Martel had sprayed the
snake bag with cologne but hit Jake in the eye as well, blinding him for
several months. Jake was still blind until the new year but he kept going
after Martel. Tonight it’s a blindfold match with both guys wrestling
under a hood.

Jake says a man has five senses but a snake has six: they always do it
better in the dark. That’s a sense?

Rick Martel vs. Jake Roberts

As the hoods are being put on, Jake sticks his hand underneath his,
allowing us to clearly see the hole allowing them to see. So much for the
gimmick working here. They can’t find each other for the first minute but
Martel trips over Jake. Some stuff on the mat goes nowhere so Martel
loads up a backdrop, only to have Jake step to the side. There’s your
proof that they can see in case the big hole in the hood wasn’t enough
for you.

More “blind” searching ensues and they miss charges. Martel finds him for
a slam but misses an elbow drop. We’re almost four minutes into this and
there’s been about fifteen seconds of contact. The referee gets cornered
in the corner but Martel realizes he’s got a shirt in his hands. Jake
starts clapping his hands to get Martel’s attention before circling
around to catch him. This gives us another ten seconds of contact as the
fans want a DDT. I’d settle for a right hand at this point.

Martel finds the snake bag and backs away right into Jake….who still



can’t get his hands on him. The bored Gorilla and Heenan do a not very
funny bit where Heenan keeps repeating him until a shoulder knocks Jake
to the floor. Heenan: “Excuse me for a second. MARTEL! HE’S ON THE
FLOOR!” Rick gets a chair but hits the post by mistake while Jake is
sitting in the ring. Roberts pulls him back in but Martel hits a quick
backbreaker to set up the Boston crab. That goes nowhere so Jake grabs
him for the DDT and the pin at 8:33.

Rating: F-. This is one of the worst matches in wrestling history, let
alone just Wrestlemania. They stumbled around for eight minutes and had
less than a minute of “action” in the whole thing. Martel never even
cheated. There’s a dozen ways to make this work for a heel but they just
did it straight (well as straight as you can do when you see Jake’s hand
inside the match at the start) and wasted everyone’s time. Awful “match”.

Post match Jake destroys the cologne atomizer and puts Damien on Rick.

Maples is in Jimmy Hart’s team’s locker room for the Nasty Boys’
celebration. Calamity ensues so she throws it back to Gene, meaning
Gorilla.

Jimmy Snuka vs. Undertaker

Here we go. Undertaker is completely different than anything else in the
company at this point and probably ever as he plays the character
perfectly, walking stoically to the ring while Paul Bearer has this
disturbing look on his face. Snuka, now with a mustache and goatee, turns
his back on Undertaker and gets beaten down, followed by Undertaker just
ripping at his face. Jimmy goes to the apron but gets suplexed back
inside. The fans are openly cheering for Undertaker here as Snuka’s
offense has almost no effect. The tombstone makes Snuka victim #1 at
4:19.

Rating: D. The match was nothing to see and no one had any idea of what
this would lead to. Undertaker was clearly a star from the second he
walked through the curtain last year at Survivor Series though and he’s
still going twenty five years later. Snuka was the designated victim
here, which is the role he had been playing for years.



Notice what Heenan said when Undertaker won: “THAT’S JIMMY SUPERFLY
SNUKA!” Yes, the same Snuka who has been living on his reputation for
years now. That’s one of the most valuable things you can have on a
roster. Snuka never has to win another match and his reputation makes
beating him mean something. It’s job security for Snuka and a great way
to put over someone young and new. Bad match, good booking.

We recap Savage vs. Warrior, which started over the WWF World Title and
is now career vs. career.

Ultimate Warrior vs. Randy Savage

Before we get going, Heenan spots Elizabeth in the crowd. I’m sure that’s
just a coincidence. Bobby is drooling over Queen Sherri and Savage looks
fired up. Warrior actually walks to the ring to really sell how serious
this is for everyone. Warrior’s trunks have a picture of the WWF World
Title on the back with the words “means more than this” wrapped around
it. That’s a nice touch.

Savage gets thrown around to start and it’s time to chill on the floor
for a second. Back in and Warrior lifts him up by the throat but he’s
still keeping things slow paced. Sherri’s attempt at interference fails
and Savage gets tied up in the ropes to continue the beating. Savage
finally gets in some offense with a running clothesline as Gorilla
compares their careers.

Warrior catches a high cross body in midair but just sets Savage down and
slaps him in the face. With nothing else working, Savage throws in a
chair but even that doesn’t work as Warrior throws him down again. More
stomping has Savage in trouble as we cut to a concerned Elizabeth in the
crowd. They’re still in first or second gear and this has been almost all
Warrior so far. Savage finally gets smart by avoiding a charge in the
corner, sending Warrior crashing down to the floor.

Sherri rakes his back so Warrior casually shoves her down but Savage
sends him into the post. A backslide gets two for Savage and he freaks
out even more than usual. Warrior runs the ropes and tries a flying
shoulder…..while Savage is down on his hands and knees. He deserves to
crash and burn as well as the sleeper from Randy. Back up and it’s a



double clothesline. This has been a chess match so far and the fans are
staying with them every second to make the atmosphere even better.

Sherri’s distraction keeps the referee from seeing a small package and
Savage kicks out. Warrior’s shoulder hits the referee by mistake but
Sherri comes off the top with a shoe to Savage’s face by mistake. Savage
guillotines him across the top rope and drops the top rope elbow. That’s
not enough as he goes up top for another one. Savage isn’t done yet as he
drops THREE MORE ELBOWS….for two.

Warrior fights up again and hits three straight clotheslines followed by
the gorilla press and splash…..for two. Warrior starts talking to his
hands and asking if this is his destiny. Savage decks him from behind but
his top rope ax handle sends him crashing into the barricade. Randy is
out of it so Warrior (“NOW I KNOW!”) throws him back inside for a flying
shoulder block, sending him out to the floor again. He does it two more
times and Savage is DONE, allowing Warrior to put his foot on the chest
for the pin at 20:50.

Rating: A. This was a war and Warrior’s best match by a thousand miles.
The crowd hung with them every step of the way here and the drama was
amazing. It’s a rare case where words don’t do a match justice and you
just need to see it for yourselves. The action is great but it’s the
atmosphere that carries the whole thing. This is more than worth seeing
if you haven’t caught it before.

Post match Warrior leaves and Sherri explodes on Savage, blaming him for
the loss and kicking him when he’s down. Elizabeth jumps the barricade
and throws Sherri to the floor as Savage gets up. Savage gets up and
turns around…..and is stunned. The referee tells Savage that Sherri was
the one beating on him and he has no idea what to do.

Elizabeth opens her arms and Savage hugs her, finally reuniting with his
true love who still loved him after he lost everything he had. Savage
puts her on his shoulder like he would do in the old days as we see fans
crying everywhere. Elizabeth holds the ropes open but he says not this
time and holds them open for her for the first time ever, showing that
he’s a changed man.



Savage takes one last bow before leaving with the only thing that matters
to him. This is one of the most perfect moments to cap off one of the
best long term stories the company has ever put together. Also of note:
this wasn’t his full on face turn. Savage would do commentary for a few
months and was still a heel for a long stretch.

It’s intermission so let’s go to……a debate on instant replay? This is a
reference to the NFL debating the issue recently and I have no idea why
this is here. Vince moderates the discussion between George Steinbrenner
(New York Yankees owner) and Paul Maguire (NFL analyst) over Randy Savage
interfering at the Royal Rumble.

Steinbrenner wants the referees fired if they take too much time to make
a call and Maguire wants the guys to wrestle. Maguire insults
Steinbrenner under his breath and we go to the replay to see if he really
did it. The referee are the Bushwhackers (who else?) but they say it’s
inconclusive and therefore the play stands. This really, really wasn’t
funny and Heenan’s face in his hands sums up the whole thing.

After that, we have a five minute intermission, meaning we just sit
around waiting for five minutes. Well it’s better than lame “comedy”.

Gorilla and Heenan preview the rest of the show.

Undertaker measures Regis for a coffin. Regis: “We’re dying out here.”

Demolition, now just Smash and Crush (replacement for Ax) and heels,
tells Alex Trebek that only Mr. Fuji (their manager again) has all the
answers.

Regis is with Genichiro Tenryu and Koji Kitao, who don’t speak English.
He tries Toyota but they think he’s Kathy Lee Gifford.

Jake and Damien freak Trebek out. Damien will have to settle for the home
version of Jeopardy. Heenan takes credit for setting the whole thing up.

Demolition vs. Tenryu/Kitao

This is part of a cross promotional deal with Tenryu’s SWS promotion.
It’s a brawl to start with Smash and Crush pounding Kitao down to start.



Crush drops a top rope ax handle to the ribs as the crowd really isn’t
into this as they have no idea who the newcomers are. Heenan thinks
Kitao’s first name is Fred as he clotheslines Smash down and makes the
tag to Tenryu. Smash rolls away from a backwards top rope elbow and
everything breaks down. Kitao breaks up the Decapitator and Tenryu
powerbombs Smash for the pin at 4:16.

Rating: D-. The crowd was silent here and it’s really not had to see why.
Demolition was WAY past their expiration date and this would be their
last match as a team before it was off to the singles ranks. This didn’t
work as a match though and the Japanese guys would be gone right after
this, never to be seen again save for some one off Royal Rumble
appearances for Tenryu.

Heenan leaves to manage Mr. Perfect in the next match and will be
replaced by Lord Alfred Hayes.

Big Boss Man is ready to take the Intercontinental Title to complete his
revenge on Heenan for insulting Boss Man’s mama. Can you blame him for
being mad in that case? Boss Man has run through the entire Heenan Family
and only Perfect is left. Again: simple, yet effective. Side note: it
really is amazing to see how much weight Boss Man has lost in the last
two years. He’s probably down 100lbs.

Heenan and Perfect call Boss Man Barney Fife and reference the Rodney
King beatings, which had taken place just three weeks earlier.

Intercontinental Title: Mr. Perfect vs. Big Boss Man

Boss Man is challenging and knocks Perfect over the top rope with a
single right hand. Back in and he swings Perfect around BY THE HAIR.
Freaking ow man! Perfect avoids a charge in the corner but gets whipped
so hard that he flips forward in a crash. Boss Man whips him with a belt
(the referee is fine with this of course) but Perfect wraps the belt
around his fist for a shot to the ribs.

We hit an abdominal stretch on the challenger and Heenan tells the
timekeeper to ring the bell. The PerfectPlex is countered into a small
package for two but a reverse Hennig neck snap (kind of a running



Blockbuster) gets two. Perfect is nice enough to go up top for the dive
into the raised boot that was clearly designed as a way for him to dive
into a raised boot.

Boss Man crotches him against the post but Perfect whips him hard into
the steps to take over again. Heenan gets in some cheap shots….and here’s
Andre, who is moving better than he has in years. In the distraction,
Perfect takes the turnbuckle pad off but Andre hits him in the head with
the title belt. Boss Man makes a slow cover but here are Barbarian and
Haku for the DQ at 10:14.

Rating: C+. To this day I have no idea why they didn’t change the title
here. Boss Man running through the Heenan Family and winning the title
should have written itself but they went with the DQ finish instead for
some reason. Andre wouldn’t be back after this but it was nice to see him
get to do something fun one last time.

Andre helps Boss Man clean house. Boss Man grabs Andre’s shoulders from
behind and Andre looks like he wants to kill him.

Donald Trump, Chuck Norris, Lou Ferrigno (the reason Hulk Hogan got his
name. They were on a talk show once and Hogan was said to be bigger than
the actor who played the Incredible Hulk) and Henry Winkler (who once
played a wrestler) are all here. Fonzie just made the show.

Earthquake vs. Greg Valentine

Valentine did a really quick face turn to set this up, despite no one
really wanting to see it in the first place. A quick powerslam puts
Hammer down but he comes back with some chops in the corner. Heenan, back
on commentary, is wondering how Andre could have been here. An elbow to
the head staggers Earthquake and a middle rope chop actually puts him
down. The Figure Four doesn’t work and it’s the Earthquake Splash for the
pin at 3:17.

Rating: D. This is another match that could have been cut out to get the
time down a little bit. Valentine is an old standard at Wrestlemania but
that doesn’t mean he needs to be getting a match this late in the show in
1991. Earthquake has fallen down the card a bit but he’s still fine for a



midcard act.

The Legion of Doom (I’m going to assume you’ve heard of them) blames
Power and Glory for their lack of Tag Team Titles. After tonight, they’re
going to be sour and gory.

Legion of Doom vs. Power and Glory

Power and Glory is Hercules and Paul Roma. Hawk clotheslines them down to
start and Roma dives into a powerslam. The Doomsday Device puts Roma away
in 59 seconds. Well that worked.

We recap Virgil vs. Ted DiBiase. Virgil FINALLY had enough of DiBiase
treating him like garbage at the Royal Rumble. Roddy Piper, recently
injured in a motorcycle accident, has been mentoring and coaching Virgil
for the match.

Ted DiBiase vs. Virgil

Virgil dances around like a boxer to start and punches DiBiase to the
floor. Back in and a clothesline puts DiBiase on the floor again but
Virgil sends him back inside. They get in again and Virgil takes him to
the mat as this is still in first gear. Gorilla and Heenan talk about
this being the largest pay per view audience in history (right) as
DiBiase chops away in the corner. A piledriver gets two for Ted and a
pair of suplexes gets the same. DiBiase remembers that he used to be
really evil and shoves Piper down but Piper uses the crutch to low bridge
him to the floor to give Virgil a countout win at 7:37.

Rating: D+. This was more of a feel good moment than anything else but it
fell really flat with the countout (DiBiase’s third match in a row to end
in a countout) instead of DiBiase getting rolled up for a pin. Virgil
would pretty much max out here as after this he didn’t have any character
and just kind of floated around.

DiBiase beats Virgil down post match and Queen Sherri runs in to become
Ted’s new manager. They do a number on Piper’s bad knee but Virgil gets
the crutch to make the save. Virgil tells Piper to be a man and get up,
just like Piper told him to do multiple times. It’s more bad execution of



a good idea.

We look at Sgt. Slaughter and his boss General Adnan (longtime heel
manager Sheik Adnan Al-Kaissie) burning a Hogan shirt.

Slaughter and Adnan say Hogan is playing by their rules. We look at
Slaughter beating up Hogan and Jim Duggan with a chair as part of these
new rules. He might just get himself counted out or disqualified to keep
the title. They’ve been teasing this idea all night.

The Mountie vs. Tito Santana

Mountie is an evil Canadian mounted policeman played by Jacques Rougeau
and managed by Jimmy Hart. Tito scores with an early atomic drop and a
right hand but a Jimmy distraction lets Mountie get in his shock stick to
Tito’s ribs for the pin at 1:20. Nothing but filler. Gorilla: “That will
go in the record books as a victory for the Mountie but not for anyone
who viewed it.”

Hogan says he has secret weapons to deal with Slaughter’s ground warfare.
He isn’t pleased with Slaughter for beating him down and putting him in
the camel clutch. Hogan isn’t the same man he was just a week ago but
he’s doing it for AMERICA tonight.

Trebek is guest ring announcer, Maples is guest timekeeper and Regis is
on commentary.

WWF World Title: Sgt. Slaughter vs. Hulk Hogan

Hogan is challenging and naturally comes out with the American flag. The
champ stalls to start and is content to do so for the first minute and a
half. A lockup takes them into the corner and neither can get an
advantage. Hulk eventually shoves him down before grabbing a headlock. A
shoulder sends Slaughter into the ropes for some of his great selling.

Adnan offers a distraction so Slaughter hits Hogan in the back with a
chair for an attempt at a DQ. The referee is fine with the chair but
Hogan doesn’t sell it anyway. Slaughter’s thumb to the eye works a bit
better but he misses an elbow drop. A forearm to the head gets two for
Hulk (how rare is it for him to get a near fall?) and he sends Slaughter



chest first into the buckle. Hulk slingshots him into the post and it’s
time for some right hands in the corner. This has been almost all Hogan
so far.

Hogan actually goes to the middle rope but Slaughter punches him out of
the air. That goes nowhere either so Hogan goes all the way to the top
(!), only to get slammed right back down. Another chair shot is ignored
by the referee so Slaughter chokes with a camera cable. Back in and
Slaughter starts in on the back to set up the camel clutch.

First up though is a Boston crab but Hogan is all of three inches away
from the ropes. A top rope stomp to the back (that looked dangerous)
looks to pin Hogan but Adnan is on the apron for absolutely no logical
reason. Try domestic help next time Sarge. There’s a chair to the head
and Hulk is busted open, a rare thing at this point. The camel clutch
goes on but Slaughter would rather cover him with the Iraqi flag. Of
course you know this means war and it’s Hulk Up time. The legdrop gives
Hulk the title back at 20:23, making him the first three time WWF World
Champion.

Rating: C+. Aside from being the most obvious ending in the world, this
was a fine Wrestlemania main event. Hogan winning made sense, even if the
Gulf War had been over for about a month at this point. Slaughter was
fine for a one off title reign as the turncoat worked well enough. Not a
classic or anything but it did exactly what it was supposed to do.

A lot of posing and flag waving take us out.

Overall Rating: B-. If you cut out about forty five minutes of filler,
this becomes a minor classic. The wrestling is actually quite good here
with a fun opener, good title matches and a classic in the middle.
There’s still too much filler though and it really drags down what is
still a fun show. It also has a much more feel good tone to it and the
show felt a lot lighter than the previous years. The wrestling helps
carry this one and it’s actually a hidden semi-gem.

Ratings Comparison

Rockers vs. Haku/Barbarian



Original: B

2013 Redo: B

2015 Redo: B

Texas Tornado vs. Dino Bravo

Original: F

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D-

British Bulldog vs. Warlord

Original: B-

2013 Redo: C+

2015 Redo: C-

Nasty Boys vs. Hart Foundation

Original: C-

2013 Redo: B-

2015 Redo: C+

Jake Roberts vs. Rick Martel

Original: F

2013 Redo: F

2015 Redo: F-

Undertaker vs. Jimmy Snuka

Original: D+

2013 Redo: D+



2015 Redo: D

Ultimate Warrior vs. Randy Savage

Original: A+

2013 Redo: A

2015 Redo: A

Genichiro Tenryu/Koji Kitao vs. Demolition

Original: W (For What were they thinking)

2013 Redo: D+

2015 Redo: D-

Big Boss Man vs. Mr. Perfect

Original: C-

2013 Redo: C

2015 Redo: C+

Earthquake vs. Greg Valentine

Original: N/A

2013 Redo: F+

2015 Redo: D

Legion of Doom vs. Power and Glory

Original: N/A

2013 Redo: N/A

2015 Redo: N/A

Virgil vs. Ted DiBiase



Original: C-

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D+

The Mountie vs. Tito Santana

Original: N/A

2013 Redo: N/A

2015 Redo: N/A

Hulk Hogan vs. Sgt. Slaughter

Original: C+

2013 Redo: C

2015 Redo: C+

Overall Rating

Original: C

2013 Redo: B-

Overall Rating: B-

I’ve always had a soft spot for this show.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/14/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-
wrestlemania-7-wrestlemania-goes-patriotic/

And the 2013 Redo:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2013/03/16/wrestlemania-count-up-wrestleman
ia-vii-no-that-isnt-a-tear-in-my-eye/
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http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2013/03/16/wrestlemania-count-up-wrestlemania-vii-no-that-isnt-a-tear-in-my-eye/
http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2013/03/16/wrestlemania-count-up-wrestlemania-vii-no-that-isnt-a-tear-in-my-eye/


Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2000 Monday Nitro and
Thunder Reviews Part 1 (also available as an e-book) from
Amazon. Check out the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/02/22/new-book-kbs-monday-n
itro-thunder-reviews-volume-vii-january-june-2000/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/02/22/new-book-kbs-monday-nitro-thunder-reviews-volume-vii-january-june-2000/Io
http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/02/22/new-book-kbs-monday-nitro-thunder-reviews-volume-vii-january-june-2000/Io
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

